Champions Fall Semester 2018

**Season 1**

**Basketball**

Harlem Buckets: Co-Rec

Avery Schieck, Marcel Buie, Derrick Ford, Koy Howle, Michael Larocca, Devin Pate, Victoria Tollett, Blaine Williamson, and Hayley York

**Inner Tube Water Polo**

SEA- Rhinoceroses: Co-Rec


**Sand Volleyball**

Half a Meatballs: Co-Rec

William Neuse, Hannah Daigle, Kayla Godwin, Travis Richards, Gerald Lancaster, and Micayla Thompson

**Flag Football**

Lights, Kamara, Action: Open

Nathaniel Hebert, Jack Boyer, Nicholas Burke, Ronald Caire, Paul Kohnke, Connor Laigast, Michael LaRocca, Thomas Pivach, Hunter Robert, Hunter Saha, Seth White, and Trey Wright

**Season 2**

**Outdoor Soccer**

Real Oluwa: Co-Rec

Khoi Dao, Morel Allanham, Emily Belthune, Jared Clifford, Eugena Fontenot, Alex Guzman, Arbaz Hussain, Oluwakorede Kuteyi, Ryan Martinez, Matthew Oluwasanya, Rahul Ramavajjala, Reece Shelton, Isaac Valdez, and Martin Viassolo
Dodgeball
Las Chanclas: Open
Alfonso Mendoza, Erick Alba, Sebastian Armstrong, Ignacio Cobos Yelavives, Andres Coli, Rogelio Covarrubias Hernandez, Rick Feuntes, Diego Garcia, Luz Guzman, and Shelly Mejia

Flag Football
Balls Beets Battlestar: Co-Rec
Geryn Young, Blair Ballard, Leah Bellis, Nicholas Burke, Kayla Godwin, Jordan Guy, Neal Sansing, and William Schmidt

Basketball
SavageSZN: Open
Seth White, Nathaniel Hebert, Paul Kohnke, Connor Laigast, Michael LaRocca, Devin Pate, Hunter Robert, Baron Schoenvogel, and Blaine Williamson

Volleyball
Half a Meatballs: Co-Rec
William Neuse, Hannah Daigle, Kayla Godwin, Briana Falcon, Gerald Lancaster, Micayla Thompson, and Bryce Truslow

Tennis Tournament
Singles: Open
Ignacio Cobos Yelavives

Madden 19 Tournament
Singles: Open
Khoi Dao
Champions Spring Semester 2019

**Season 1**

**Flag Football**

BeatsByRay: Open

Michael La Rocca, Brandon Aguilar, Anthony Boening, Koy Howle, Jonathan Martin, Baron Schoenvogel, Benjamin Shackelford, Alek Wendler, and Blaine Williamson

**Outdoor Soccer**

Higher Education: Co-Rec

Khoi Dao, Jared Clifford, Eugena Fontenot, Arbaz Hussain, Oluwakorede Kuteyi, Ryan Martinez, Rahul Ramavajjala, Isaac Valdez, Yarentzy Magallanes, Alexandria Perez, Alyssa Potato, and Martin Viassolo

**Sand Volleyball**

Half a Meatballs: Co-Rec

William Neuse, Hannah Daigle, Kayla Godwin, Travis Richards, Gerald Lancaster, Hayley York, Michael La Rocca and Micayla Thompson

**Season 2**

**Indoor Soccer**

Real Oluwa: Co-Rec

Khoi Dao, Morel Allanham, Emily Belthune, Jared Clifford, Eugena Fontenot, Alex Guzman, Arbaz Hussain, Oluwakorede Kuteyi, Ryan Martinez, Matthew Oluwasanya, Rahul Ramavajjala, Reece Shelton, Isaac Valdez, and Martin Viassolo

**Basketball**

Girls Don’t Khawi: Co-Rec

Avery Schieck, Jonathan Martin, Deisha Trammel, Koy Howle, Michael Larocca, Victoria Tollett, Baron Schoenvogel, Blaine Williamson, Hayley York, and Brandon Aguilar
We Are Really Bad: Open

Anthony Boening, Jonathan Martin, Nicholas Burke, Koy Howle, Michael Larocca, Devin Pate, Baron Schoenvogel, and Blaine Williamson

Kickball

Angry Pirates: Co-Rec

William Neuse, Micayla Thompson, Bryce Truslow, Nola Canann, Bryan Candelaria, Ryan Gage, Carter Kacal, Dan Luong, Mackenzie Lynch, Mary Pierce, Andrew Randig, Shane Stephens, and Deisha Trammell

Softball

Here Comes the Runs: Co-Rec

Avery Schieck, Hope Davis, Kallie Doherty, Elena Espinoza, Nicole Jaramillo, Richard Lang, Mason Leboeuf, Connor Lowe, Madison Miley, Jacob Mullins, Elizabeth Schneider, Wyatt Thompson, Tyler Upton, and Robert Wills